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The Catalyst Effect cuts straight to the chase on what it takes to be a true

leader through collective trust and empowerment. When one chooses to give

up their own personal victory for the progression of the team, the results are

powerful and real. This book shows you how. A superbly inspiring read!

— Stephen M. R. Covey, The New York Times and

# 1 Wall Street Journal bestselling author of

The SPEED of Trust and coauthor of Smart Trust

I truly love the ideas in the book. Thoroughly researched and full of practical

suggestions, The Catalyst Effect lights the path for every person in every

organization to see themselves as leaders. It shows us that everyone is a

leader and can get better at leading, if they recognize that truth.

— Angela Duckworth, Founder and CEO, Character Lab,

Christopher H. Browne Distinguished Professor of Psychology,

and bestselling author of GRIT

When Yo-Yo Ma brought together master musicians from different cultures

to form The Silk Road Ensemble, he sought to instill a unique sound and a

cohesive spirit. I have had the privilege of being part of the Ensemble and

experiencing performances that achieve heights beyond our dreams.

The Catalyst Effect engagingly describes the leadership and teamwork

principles that bring his vision to life. Through Yo-Yo’s natural style, he

embodies the ideas presented in this book. The Catalyst Effect shows

how these skills and behaviors can be applied in all types of organizations to

produce superb results.

— Sandeep Das, Tabla player and composer, collaborator with

Yo-Yo Ma for the Silk Road Ensemble,

Grammy Award Winner

The Catalyst Effect is at once inspirational and pragmatic. The authors offer

a fresh perspective of what teamwork and leadership can look like in flatter

organizations. Through the rare combination of a strong narrative and

solid research, the authors deliver the insights and tools needed to lead,

regardless of his or her formal title. Each of us can learn something from this

book. I did.

— Daniel H. Pink, Author of DRIVE and TO SELL IS HUMAN



With society seeming more fragmented and divided, the responsibility of lea-

ders to bring people together to accomplish great things can be more difficult

than ever before. The Catalyst Effect is a practical primer to help all leaders

inspire teamwork and collaboration to boost team performance and achieve

great results.

— Bill Stanczykiewicz, Director, The Fund Raising School,

Senior Lecturer, Philanthropic Studies,

IU Lilly Family School of Philanthropy

The Catalyst Effect competencies fit hand-in-glove with Servant Leadership

principles. The model invites readers, whether they are in informal or formal

leadership roles, to identify and develop the key skills that will increase their

effectiveness and impact.

— Pat Falotico, CEO,

Robert K. Greenleaf Center for Servant Leadership®

Some leaders are viewed as solitary gems. They outshine their peers with an

intense luminosity that makes them stand apart. That view, however, may

be erroneous or at least incomplete, according to Jerry Toomer, Craig

Caldwell, Steve Weitzenkorn, and Chelsea Clark, authors of The Catalyst

Effect. The writers argue that some of the most impactful leaders succeed by

elevating the performance of their team, by making not just the solitary gem

but the entire necklace dazzle. The Catalyst Effect highlights a dozen compe-

tencies that anyone can cultivate to become better at catalyzing leadership

and teamwork. Whether you are a leader or a team member, you will learn

a lot from this book.

— Mukul Pandya, Editor-in-Chief, Knowledge@Wharton

The best leaders and colleagues have something in common: they make

everyone around them better. This is a hands-on playbook for building that

capability in your team.

— Adam Grant, New York Times bestselling

author of GIVE AND TAKE, ORIGINALS,

and OPTION B with Sheryl Sandberg

The Catalyst Effect has given me a number of useful tools and new

approaches in leading my organization and civic partnerships and in sup-

porting my teammates as they lead. I also believe it will be a big help to my

college-student son as he prepares to find his way in his career. The book’s



framework makes it very easy to review the most important advice and rele-

vant wisdom in each leadership situation and for each individual. I highly

recommend it.

— Brian Payne, President and CEO of the Central Indiana Community

Foundation and the Founder of the Indianapolis Cultural Trail

The Catalyst Effect illuminates the elements of leadership that are essential

in any successful ensemble endeavor — in business, sports and certainly in

the arts. Outstanding orchestra performances require each individual to

focus on the team goal, understand when to lead and when to follow and

uphold a standard of excellence that inspires their colleagues and their audi-

ence. This book provides incredible insight into the way these key concepts

apply across sectors and what they look like in practice.

— Gary Ginstling, Executive Director, National Symphony Orchestra,

Artistic Affiliate of the John F. Kennedy

Center for the Performing Arts

What is important is not a formal title, but how you impact your teams and

your organization as a catalyst from wherever you are. The authors skillfully

blend real life examples from business, sports and not for profit organiza-

tions with sound research in a highly readable manner. You will learn the

“why, what and how” of being a catalytic leader.

This is a highly valuable book for professionals and leaders at all levels who

work in teams across different settings and cultures!

— Julie Fasone-Holder, CEO JFH Insights, Independent Board Member,

Retired SVP Dow Chemical

Building successful groups rarely happens by chance. It takes wisdom. This

book offers such wisdom by focusing on specific skills that team members

can develop to enhance each other’s success, thereby enhancing overall team

performance. Catalytic leadership makes the whole much more than the sum

of its parts.

— Hersh Shefrin, Mario Belotti Professor,

Santa Clara University

At a time when the social contract between employer and employee is chang-

ing, The Catalyst Effect provides a valuable perspective on how employee

engagement can thrive. Investing in everyone’s ability to lead at the



appropriate time in team settings can foster a vibrant culture and drive

impact. The book is filled with ideas for application and was a pleasure

to read.

— Bryan Adkins, CEO, Denison Consulting

The authors have brilliantly uncovered a powerful component of team struc-

ture, appropriately coined it “catalyst,” and provided a great guide to apply

the concept. The catalyst concept coupled with strong leadership cannot

deliver anything but powerful results. Effectively and clearly written with

colorful and real life examples to supplement the concept, this is a must read

for those interested in leading from wherever they are. I will recommend this

book to all I know, not just in the business world.

— Wahida Saeedi, Global Finance Leader,

Pharmaceutical Industry

The Catalyst Effect is fun, engaging, insightful, theoretically sound, highly

useful, and my new favorite leadership book! I can’t wait to use it in my

leadership class next semester. When it comes to books for people who

aspire to high levels of impact in an organization, but don’t have a fancy

title, The Catalyst Effect fills a void. Whether used as a reading in a univer-

sity course, material to develop young professionals, or as a guide to show

senior leaders how to identify hidden catalysts in their organization, the

lessons in this book will prove incredibly valuable.

— Bradley R. Agle, George W. Romney Endowed Professor,

Marriott School of Management, Brigham Young University

Some people simply help their colleagues perform better — often in ways

that have been difficult to measure and cultivate in the past. This book is a

giant step toward identifying and proliferating the catalytic capabilities that

can make every organization more successful.

— Thomas H. Davenport, Distinguished Professor, Babson College and

Digital Fellow, MIT Initiative on the Digital Economy, and

author of Competing on Analytics and Only Humans Need Apply
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This book is passionately written for the catalysts —
the glue-guys and gals who make their teams better by

leading from the middle
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Behind each book is a story. There is a spark of an idea; a personal experi-

ence; a powerful feeling that generates the motivation to share ideas with

others, and ultimately to write them down.

The idea for our field research and the book was sparked by the notion of

the no-stats all-star. As an athlete and as an ultimate team performer, Shane

Battier made others around him better when he stepped on the court.

We were curious. If we explored this idea with professionals and leaders in

different organizations beyond sports, what would we hear?

“Do you know someone who when they step on the court or the field or

into the conference room or onto the stage makes everyone around them

better, and if yes, what is it that they do? Describe this as specifically as you

can.”

What we heard from 80+ interviews with individuals across sports,

business, and the arts provided the raw input for the identification of the

4 cornerstones and 12 competencies. There was validation and a level of

consistency in what we heard.

Our personal experiences also validated the idea as we have played on

sports teams, participated in choirs and ensembles, and been members of

teams in a wide variety of work and volunteer settings. Each of us could

point to times when a team was better because of a catalytic member. As we

scanned the literature we also saw an ample number of leadership articles

and books that were written from the perspective of someone with formal

authority: we saw a need for further exploration of how people “lead from

the middle” rather than from the top.

We also closely tied the approach to teamwork and leadership at Butler

University called The Butler Way, which is very consistent with the corner-

stones and competencies we have identified in our field research.
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So with the spark of the idea, the passion from our personal experiences,

and the motivation to share the ideas with others, we embarked on a several
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— Jerry, Craig, Steve, and Chelsea

Two threads in my life have come together in this book. The first relates to

my experience as a high school and college athlete when I played for teams

both good and bad. Some of the teams struggled mightily and experienced

little success. Some of the teams went about their work in a low-key, profes-

sional, and enjoyable manner. They regularly competed for victories and

championships. As I was finishing my Ph.D. at Pitt and beginning to work at

Butler University, the Butler men’s basketball team enjoyed what was becom-

ing a trend, shocking victories over larger schools. The victories over suppos-

edly better teams happened so often that it challenged my thoughts about

luck and random chance.

At about the same time, I was honing my skills teaching leadership. Early

in my teaching experience, I loaded the readings packet with cases about top

CEOs. This was and is a common practice. However, I began sensing a dis-

connect between what I was teaching and the kind of opportunities MBA

students were likely to experience in the next five to ten years.
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FOREWORD

As a student at DePauw University, I took a class called, “Servant

Leadership.” It was tremendously impactful and introduced me to the idea

of leading by serving others. Up to that point, I had always been under the

impression that all leaders were strong-willed, vocal, and had an undeniable

presence in the room. But after that class, it all started to make a little more

sense — the true leaders were the ones that were empowering others, often

out of the limelight. We learned that anyone in an organization can

empower coworkers or teammates, so ultimately everyone in an organization

has a leadership responsibility to do just that.

After graduating from college and completing a brief stint as a marketing

associate at Eli Lilly in Indianapolis, I kicked off my coaching career at

Butler University. Every day of the 13 years that I was there, someone would

ask me, “What makes Butler so special?” The simple answer is the people.

The administration has always done an exceptional job of creating an envi-

ronment where employees are both aligned and empowered. The faculty and

staff are committed to teaching, leading, and challenging the students to

think not only about what they want to do with their lives, but how they

can impact the lives of others. And, the students inspired us all to think daily

about the best ways to maximize their intellect, creativity, ambition, and

commitment to working together as a broader community. At Butler, service

to others was a big part of the fabric of the school, and there were many

great examples of servant leaders.

In 2009, two professors in our Lacy School of Business, Jerry Toomer

and Craig Caldwell, wanted to talk about an article that they had read in

The New York Times. The article was about NBA player, Shane Battier, and

his unique impact on the court, despite the fact that he was considered to be

more of a role player than a star. The article was very insightful, and not

only illustrated Shane’s value as a basketball player but also gave fans of the
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game a greater insight into the use of analytics that consistently impacted

decisions made by their favorite teams.

We met and discussed the article and some of the corresponding

research they had begun conducting. As they researched the “Battier

Effect” in sports, business, and the arts, three things became very clear to

me. First, it was hard to find organizations that viewed leadership as a

collective responsibility, instead of a task shared by a chosen few. Second,

it was clear that Shane Battier, and others like him, were truly unique in

their willingness to fully embrace their role, whatever it may be, for the

good of the whole. And finally (and ironically), we found ourselves at a

point in time with the Butler Basketball program where we had a group of

these players on one team, at one time. The more we talked, the more I

realized we had something truly special, and it was our job to take advan-

tage of it.

Over the next couple of years, our staff spent a lot of time thinking about

how we could promote “catalytic leadership” over more traditional forms of

leadership. We debated the need for team captains. We talked even more

about the importance of clearly defining roles that fit the strengths of each of

our players. Like every other team, we had always emphasized the character-

istics shared by catalysts — embracing that role, doing your job well, and

putting the team above self. We always wanted to have 15 players doing

that, but we had never thought of that in terms of having 15 authentic

leaders.

After hearing Craig present his research over the years to prospective

athletes wanting to major in business (I probably wore him out with all of

the campus visits we asked him to participate in), we invited him to speak

to our team in the fall semester of the 2012�2013 school year. As is usu-

ally the case, we were looking for something that our team could latch

onto at the start of October that would be with us throughout the entire

season. We knew that Craig’s message would immediately resonate, and

when he used the phrase “catalytic leadership,” we knew we had some-

thing that would last. The next day we made t-shirts for our players. On

the front of those t-shirts was our typical Bulldog logo. On the back was

one word: CATALYST. It would serve throughout the season as a

reminder that we shared ownership and were responsible to fulfill our role

for each other.
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We are all responsible for the health of the organizations we serve. I hope

that you appreciate this book, as much as I appreciated all of the thought

and research that Craig, Jerry, and their coauthors, Steve Weitzenkorn, and

Chelsea Clark, invested in writing it.

Brad Stevens

Head Coach, Boston Celtics
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PREFACE

The world is changing and it’s changing fast. Leadership at all levels must

keep pace.

Organizations are constantly adapting to new realities in technology, to

worker sophistication and preferences, and global market pressures. By

necessity, organizations have become flatter and leaner. These structural

changes affect internal working relationships.

Leadership and teamwork must meet the challenges presented by this

whirlwind of continual change — not just regarding these trends but also

that workforces are evolving dramatically. They are experiencing greater

diversity than ever before as well as growing generational and cultural

differences. The challenge is to stay true to organizational values, align with

overarching strategic objectives, and achieve specific team and individual

goals. That’s where catalytic leadership comes into play.

In a high-velocity world, this book reveals the how — the specific mind-

sets and competencies — for winning at individual, team, and organizational

levels. How perspectives are broadened. How performance is heightened.

How team effectiveness is improved. How team members who lead success-

fully without formal authority produce group decisions that maximize

commitment, raise the performance of others, and ultimately generate

higher-level results. This is what we call the “Catalyst Effect.”

The Catalyst Effect is created by fusing leadership and teamwork

into a dynamic, optimistic, and cohesive force that raises the

performance of everyone involved and elevates overall team

success.

The Catalyst Effect provides a practical, research-based roadmap for

developing and applying 12 key competencies to multiply an individual’s

impact and drive progress toward team goals. We conducted over 80

in-depth interviews with highly successful professionals and leaders in

xxi



business, sports, and the arts. Participants provided robust examples of cata-

lytic leadership and teamwork in action. We then performed content and

behavioral analyses that allowed us to isolate the 12 key competencies that

comprise catalytic behavior. These examples are featured throughout the

book, illustrating the impact of each competency and showing how to apply

that particular skill.

WHAT CREATES A CATALYST EFFECT?

The Catalyst Effect is created by fusing leadership and teamwork into

a dynamic, optimistic, and cohesive force that raises the performance

of everyone involved and elevates overall team success. Being a catalytic

leader or a catalytic teammate has little to do with official authority and

everything to do with personal and professional credibility, putting the

team and the pursuit of mission-oriented goals ahead of personal interests,

and striving to elevate the performance of everyone you touch to accom-

plish big picture goals. It also has little to do with climbing career ladders,

although catalysts may be prime candidates for creating value at higher

levels.

When you master the jungle gym, you develop a broader range

of competencies, greater agility, and the ability to fuse multiple

skill sets.

Catalytic leadership skills may be most effectively developed in flatter

organizations by mastering what Tobi Lütke, the CEO of Shopify, calls “jun-

gle gyms” rather than vertical career ladders (Bryant, 2016). When you mas-

ter the jungle gym you develop a broader range of competencies, greater

agility, and the ability to fuse multiple skill sets — and therefore gain greater

ability to contribute and help others and your team in multiple ways. When

you watch kids on jungle gyms, they often help and encourage each other.

They offer tips. They catch friends when they lose their grip or fall off bal-

ance. You’ll also see this at gymnastic camps. This is how trust is built and

respect gained — which are essential building blocks of effective leadership

and catalytic teamwork.

The 12 competencies are your catalytic jungle gym, each step bringing

you higher and closer to behaving like a catalyst in your work life, on your
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teams, and in your personal endeavors. Each taken alone, the competencies

may seem obvious, but become catalytic when they are used in combination

and ultimately engrained in an individual’s behavior. It is then that they

inspire and enrich the performance of the entire group.

The path to becoming a catalytic teammate and leader begins here.
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INTRODUCTION: CATALYTIC TEAMWORK
IN ACTION

The NBA’s Houston Rockets recognized catalytic teamwork in the play of

Shane Battier. The New York Times Magazine called him “The No-Stats

All-Star” (Lewis, 2009). The article sparked our interest. We wanted to

know how Battier went from being a star in high school and college, to a

relatively unheralded small forward and shooting guard for the Memphis

Grizzlies, to ultimately a game-changing player. It began when he was traded

to the Houston Rockets. There, Battier became a human catalyst. When he

was on the court, his teammates played at a higher level, their performance

metrics improved, and he elevated his team’s competitiveness. Everything got

better. How did he do it?

In an interview for this book, Shane said his original intention was not

primarily to make others better. He simply focused on doing all he could to

stay on the court. The Rocket’s General Manager, Daryl Morey, explained

that their analytics experts discovered the team performed better with Shane

on the floor rather than on the bench. He did not put up huge numbers like

the team’s stars, but other players and the team posted even bigger numbers

when he was part of the action.

The hallmark of catalytic teamwork and leadership is unselfishly

making others better and heightening the team’s ability to achieve

results.

Our research reveals why Battier became such a dynamic force and team

leader and what he and others like him have done in sports, the arts,

business, and community organizations to create similar results. It is a

1



phenomenon that can be replicated. It involves a unique set of competencies

that can be learned and applied by those with the desire, work ethic, and

discipline to do so. Effective application of Catalyst Effect competencies

increases your value to the team and the organization.

MULTIPLE CATALYSTS PROPEL PERFORMANCE

Leadership and catalytic teamwork are not easily measured but Battier’s

impact showed up on the scoreboard and in his teammates’ stats. If one

would look at his individual scoring stats, you might see nothing excep-

tional. His impact becomes obvious only when looking at the team as a

whole and analyzing the performance of others. The hallmark of catalytic

teamwork and leadership is unselfishly making others better and heightening

the team’s ability to achieve results. Combined, they allow teams and organi-

zations to rise to extraordinary levels and out-compete teams richer in super-

star talent.

The authors were struck by another catalytic phenomenon — one

prompted by the amazing performance of the Butler University men’s basket-

ball teams. Coach Brad Stevens filled his roster with potential catalytic

players. They were team-oriented athletes with strong work ethics and posi-

tive outlooks. Stevens steeped them in a culture that put the team first and

rewarded players who helped each other succeed. By collegiate basketball

standards, they were undersized and, by all outward appearances, should

have been dominated by highly touted blue-blood programs. Yet they kept

winning, driven by their catalytic practices and belief in themselves — and

what they could make possible. Ultimately, they made it to back-to-back

final games in the 2010 and 2011 NCAA Championship Tournament.

In sports, Shane Battier showed the impact one catalytic leader could have

on a team. Brad Stevens and the Butler Bulldogs demonstrated the multiplied

impact on performance when a team is built to include several catalysts.

WHY MANAGERS NEED CATALYSTS NOW MORE THAN EVER

In sports, you can see catalytic leadership and teamwork in action during the

course of a game. In business, the arts, and community organizations, it’s

not so easy. But it’s there and we uncovered it.
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We started with the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra. We discussed

with members of a wind ensemble how it was that five people, all recognized

as supremely talented on their own instruments, could come together as a

unit. Without using our term, they described how they influenced each other

catalytically, realizing that they had succeeded through their performance as

an ensemble. We’ve witnessed this same phenomenon in companies and

groups as diverse as a McDonald’s restaurant to the Silk Road Ensemble.

What’s different about the people and organizations that embrace catalytic

principles and skills?

Catalysts think beyond their immediate role to ensure what they do

is aligned with the overall strategy.

Team members that have a catalytic impact, think and act differently. In

addition to doing their jobs well, they look at the bigger picture — at the

overarching goals of their organization or team. In sports, they think like a

coach. In business, they think like an executive. In a music ensemble, they

focus on how the entire group sounds and how each player contributes to

delighting the audience. They think like a conductor.

Catalysts think beyond their immediate role to ensure what they do is

aligned with the overall strategy. They mentor in key moments to help

those around them maintain a similar focus. They prioritize team perfor-

mance and growth over personal accolades. Catalysts relish the hard

work needed to overcome obstacles to success. Their combination of

optimism and grit is contagious. They seldom fear failure or, if they do,

they push through it. They quickly get off the mat when they fall and

persevere through tough circumstances. Their example and determination

advances the team and helps make everyone around them better. Like

a chemical that accelerates reactions, they ignite higher levels of

performance.

Developing catalytic leaders and team members has never been more

important. Organizations have flattened their structures — they have

delayered. More people report to fewer managers. This has been the case in

nearly every traditional industry from automobile manufacturing to the

chemical business to the tech sector. Much of this delayering took place in

the middle levels and directly impacted supervisory and managerial positions.

Significantly reduced layers sometimes resulted in a fivefold increase in the

number of a manager’s direct reports. Managers were no longer day-to-day
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team leaders who monitored operational goals, worked closely with each

employee, and led daily work team meetings. Employees had to step up to

take on these responsibilities with much greater autonomy. They had

to develop and apply a broader set of competencies suited to these new

circumstances.

Tony Hsieh, founder of Zappos Incorporation, an online retailer, spear-

headed the idea of no reporting layers at all, which is an example of hola-

cracy (Leinbach-Reyhle, 2014). Work was achieved via teams who

collaborated around specific projects and achieved clear, specific results.

This required nearly everyone in the organization to step up and lead when

necessary on a given project or set of tasks. There were few individuals with

any authority to direct the work from the top of the organization, rather,

employees were asked to lead from the middle to move the team forward to

deliver clear results.

In a holacracy, most employees have no specific boss. In less pure forms,

there is still some hierarchical structure, but firms recognize the value of

removing layers. Without bosses, people are expected to pursue, as an indi-

vidual or team member, those initiatives that are consistent with the organi-

zation or the team’s strategic plans.

In a less formally structured environment with very limited numbers of

recognized bosses, catalytic leadership skills become even more critical

because greater weight is placed on individual autonomy. Those who can

lead by elevating or propelling individual and team performance have an

outsized impact. When they lead catalytically, the enterprise moves faster

and more effectively.

Catalytic leadership and teamwork competencies enable you to lead from

wherever you are within an organization.

CATALYTIC LEADERSHIP AND TEAMWORK

In physical science, a catalyst causes a chemical transformation to develop

faster. In the social sciences, a human catalyst accelerates action toward a

goal. By blending the two definitions, we get to the crux of catalytic team-

work and leadership. The Catalyst Effect phenomenon fuses leadership and

teamwork into a dynamic, optimistic, and cohesive force that raises the

performance of everyone involved and elevates overall team success. Our
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definition embodies the transformational and action aspects of the physical

and social sciences.

Leadership is about taking an endeavor, enterprise, or organization from

one point to another. A catalytic leader accelerates progress toward common

goals, including stimulating higher levels of performance among those

engaged in the process.

Catalytic teamwork and leadership create value and heightens perfor-

mance within the scope of one’s own position. It’s not about assuming

authority without permission or undermining the authority of others. It

requires alignment with the priorities of one’s boss. We do not advocate

assuming supervisory or managerial authority that has not been earned or

granted. That is a prescription for conflict and dysfunction.

BECOMING A CATALYST: THE 12 CATALYTIC
COMPETENCIES

Twelve competencies define the behaviors of a catalytic leader or teammate.

While some human catalysts are strong in all of them, you can have a signifi-

cant impact by mastering a core subset. We have organized them into four

cornerstones, based on how they might be most effectively applied in new

circumstances:

1. Building Credibility: Behaviors essential for developing trust, communi-

cating effectively, and generating belief in what can be achieved.

2. Creating Cohesion: Behaviors that coalesce relationships and propel

mission-oriented action.

3. Generating Momentum: Behaviors that elevate and accelerate

performance.

4. Amplifying Impact: Behaviors that promote excellence and encourage

innovation.

Embedded in these 4 cornerstones are the 12 catalytic skills we have iden-

tified that elevate individual and team performance.
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Skills

Building Credibility

Acts with Integrity and Inspires Trust
Lives authentically. Demonstrates ethical principles and values in a manner that
promotes trust.

Communicates Clearly
Actively speaks and writes in clear concise messages; listens closely for
understanding. Employs creative ways to convey ideas, concepts, and content that
cross cultural, language, and educational boundaries.

Invigorates with Optimism
Energizes others with a confident, hope-filled outlook on the future. Conveys a can-do
attitude.

Creating Cohesion

Connects Emotionally
Acknowledges the emotional signals of others and responds empathetically.

Develops Camaraderie
Establishes a positive rapport and fosters constructive interactions.

Puts the Team’s Goals and the Organization’s Mission before Personal Interests
Prioritizes team success and process over personal goals. Selfless; does what it takes
to achieve results by focusing on overarching organizational objectives.

Generating Momentum

Energizes Others to Execute with the Mission in Mind
Ignites others to achieve organizational objectives.

Upgrades and Rejuvenates Skills and Knowledge
Seeks and acquires leading-edge knowledge and expertise. Curious about new
developments and concepts and how to apply them.

Leads and Follows
Leads when best qualified to accelerate progress toward objectives. Partners with
others or follows the leadership of others when their knowledge and expertise are well
suited to the task. Demonstrates respect for the abilities of others.

Amplifying Impact

Pursues Excellence
Demonstrates extensive knowledge or competence. Advocates for the high-caliber
performance of others.

Mentors and Coaches Others to Excel
Models exemplary behavior and supports the personal and professional development of
others by providing constructive advice.

Proposes Imaginative Solutions
Presents creative, imaginative, and value-adding ideas for solving problems and
achieving objectives.
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